The exact solution to the problem of a general point dislocation situated at an interface between two half spaces of different elastic moduli is derived using a vector function expansion and the Cagnlardde Hoop technique. For source functions that are nonsingular in either time or space the solution is given in terms of finite range integrals suitable for numerical integration. The integration ranges can be divided into two intervals: the fmt corresponds to a time-space response carried by head wave disturbances, the second to a time-space response carried by direct geometrical waves. Additional interface waves (Stoneley waves, leaky modes) enter the solution when the integration contours pass near their corresponding poles in the complex ray parameter domain. The head waves and other interface waves strongly distort the near field waveforms from corresponding waveforms in a homogeneous full space. It is shown that the distribution of travel times, amplitudes and motion polarities due to slip between two dissimilar media is different from what is predicted for slip in a homogeneous full space. It is therefore suggested that the interpretation of observed seismic data, especially those recorded in the near field of faults, be undertaken with consideration given to effects arising from material heterogeneity in the source region. The solution presented in this paper may be used as an integration kernel to give the response of two dissimilar half spaces to a finite propagating rupture at the material interface. Using the early parts of borehole seismograms to avoid fke surface phases, such a response may be utilized to obtain source and fault parameters.
INTRODUCTION
The sites of most earthquakes are along geological faults which are surfaces of material discontinuity in the earth, yet earthquake source models traditionally assume that the dislocation plane lies in a homogeneous medium. To investigate the effects of faulting at a material discontinuity Ben-Zion (1989) calculated the response of two quart& spaces to SH line dislocation at the material interface and found that the resulting displacement waves differ from corresponding waves in a homogeneous half space in the distribution of the three most commonly measured seismic parameters, uavel times, amplitudes and motion polarities. Similar differences were indicated by Cornier & Beroza (1987) who used ray theory to calculate synthetic seismograms due to sources in a low velocity zone embedded in a laterally homogeneous half space.
The response of a medium to a dislocation source can be derived by directly imposing the specified dislocation as a boundary condition requirement or by using body-force equivalents (e. g. Aki & Richards 1980 . chapter 3) U, simulate the effects of the dislocation. The first approach is easier to use since it only entails solving homogeneous wave equations while the second approach obtains the same response by summing derivatives of solutions (Green functions) to inhomogeneous wave equations, thus employing higher order tensors and additional algebra Furthermore, the resulting scaling factor in the Green function approach is the seismic moment density tensor which is ambiguously defined when the source region is heterogeneous (Woodhouse 1981 , Heaton & Heaton 1989 , Ben-Zion 1989 . The ambiguity stems from the appearance of material constants in the definition of the seismic moment density tensor. When a seismic source is moved an infinitesimal distance across a material discontinuity interface the elastic parameters and the seismic moment density tensor jump in magnitude while the response wavefield remains unchanged. Thus, significantly different seismic moments can produce the same displacement field. Heaton & Heaton (1989) concluded that the seismic moment is not a good measure of the size of an earthquake and suggested instead the use of the unambiguous parameter potency, defined by Ben-Menahem & Singh (1981) as the integral of the slip over the rupture area. To synthesize 3-D wavefields radiated by finite slip along an interface which separates different media Ben-Zion (1989) suggested a representation (eq. 3.1) which requires the response of the assumed structure to a general point dislocation at the interface between the different media. Such representation utilizes the easier fmt approach and the resulting size scaling parameter is the potency in accord with Ben-Menahem & Singh (1981) and Heaton & Heaton (1989) .
In this paper I derive the kernel of the representation (3.1) of Ben-Zion (1989) for a medium consisting of two different half spaces joined along a common boundary. For realistic source functions the exact solution is given in terms of finite range integrals amenable for numerical evaluation. Using asymptotic expansion it is easy to obtain instead a high frequency approximate solution in algebraic form. Numerical calculations for a simple shear dislocation demonstrate that, as in the 2-D SH case, commonly observed contrasts in material properties across faults can significantly modify the response wavefield. Near the material interface the waveforms undergo radical changes from what is predicted for slip in a homogeneous medium. This is mainly due to the radiation (into regions on both sides of the fault) of head wave disturbances which propagate along the material interface with the velocities and motion polarities of the faster and slower P waves and the faster S wave. The importance of these head waves for seismic oil exploration was pointed out by . Bortfeld & Fertig (1982) and Daley & &on (1983) . Gutowski et al. (1982) The results derived in this paper affirm what was found for the 2-D SH case. When the media on the opposite sides of a fault are assumed dissimilar, the distribution of travel times, amplitudes and motion polarities differ from what is calculated for a corresponding homogeneous medium. Thus, earthquake source parameters which are obtained using models that assume homogeneity across the fault may be erroneous. It is suggested that observed seismic data be interpreted in a framework which allows for material discontinuity to exist in the source region. The solution presented here may be superposed, using the representation (3.1) of Ben-Zion (1989). to calculate wavefields that are radiated by finite rupture surfaces propagating along interfaces which separate different half spaces. Fitting the synthetic waveforms to the early parts of observed borehole seismograms such fields may be used to obtain kinematical source parameters and impedance contrasts across faults that are approximately planar.
FORMULATION AND TRANSFORM DOMAIN SOLUTION
Consider the model shown in Figure 1 consisting of two elastic half spaces joined along the interface z=O. Both Cartesian (x.y.2) and cylindrical (r,cp,z) coordinate systems are used. The top half space (z<O) is called medium 1 and the bottom one (z>O) medium 2. The rigidity and compressional and shear velocities of medium j, j=1,2, are denoted, respectively, by pj, C X j and Pj. In formulating the problem I follow section 7.4.2 of Aki & Richards (1980) . The elastic displacement field is expressed using scalar displacement potentials +,yr,x as
The potentials +,yr and x represent, respectively, P, SV and SH waves satisfying the homogeneous scalar wave equations Transforming (2.1) to frequency domain via the Fourier operator Jeiabt we get Using transform techniques (or separation of variables) to solve the Helmholz equations (2.2), the solutions for the These vector functions are orthogonal to each other, and each satisfies the orthogonality relation
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where 6mml and &k-k') are, respectively, the Kronecker and D h c delta functions and * denotes complex conjugate.
We now specify a source term of a general point dislocation at the material interface, z=O, as where AS is the vector amplitude of the point dislocation and h( ) is the Heaviside unit step function. To obtain the response to a point dislocation at general (xo ,yo) coordinates along the interface z=O, one only needs to substitute x with (x-q) and y with (y-yo) in the final solution. The response to a point dislocation with an arbitrary source time function can be obtained from the response to the source (8.1) by convolution.
Transforming (8.1) to frequency domain we get Expanding (8.2) in the space spanned by the vector functions R,S,T we write and using the orthogonality relations (7) (see Aki and Richards 1980 , p 308-309) the coefficients fR, fs, fT are found to be
To the displacement boundary conditions (8.1)-(8.4), we add a requirement for stress continuity. The boundary conditions at the interface z=O, for each (k,m) member, are then
Now from (5) it is seen that Aj and Bj appear only in the coefficients of the vector functions R and S while Cj alone is attached to the vector T. The problem is thus decoupled into P-SV waves, represented by the R and S terms, and SH waves,
given by the term 1. Applying (9) to the T term of (9, the SH boundary conditions are 
2x:
, Ij=Pjn(pj) and fT(m) given in (8.4).
h+I2 h+I2
Similarly, applying (9) to the R and S terms of (9, the P-SV boundary conditions give and after some algebra we find Now the source terms fR, fs, fT are nonzero only for m=0,+1. Writing the sum over m explicitly and splitting the displacement vector Uj(X,O) of (5) into the R. S and T terms, and the R, S terms into P and SV components, we have Next we use the Cagniard-de Hoop method (Cagniard, 1962; de Hoop, 1960; Aki and Richards 1980 . chapter 6) to invert the set (12) into time and space.
INVERSION OF THE T TERM -SH WAVES
The first step in the Cagniard-de Hoop method is to write an integral solution in Laplace-space domain, the integration corresponding to an inverse Fourier (or Hankel) transform. The integration path is then deformed in a complex ray parameter domain until the solution resembles a forward Laplace transform, from which the time-space solution can be identified. The complex domain manipulation is, in effect, a cancellation process between the inverse Laplace and Fourier (or Hankel) transforms. In 2-D wave propagation problems the cancellation is exact and solutions can be obtained in algebraic form. In 3-D problems (as the case at hand) the cancellation process yields finite range integrals which are suitable for numerical integration.
We recall from (6) and (3) where Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
Noting again that Cj and Sj are even functions of p, and invoking relation (AS), it is seen that the integrand along the negative imagimy axis is the negative complex conjugate of the integrand at corresponding points along the positive imaginary axis (Schwartz's reflection principle). We thus have
where Im denotes the imaginary part of a complex function.
We now change the integration variable from the ray parameter p to the travel time along the ray 7 , given by z(vj )=pr+q (vj 14
where Vj=aj. pj is used in (19) in anticipation of future need.
Inverting (19) for p we obtain the parameterization where R = m is the distance along the ray from the source to the observation point and &tan-' (rA$ is the incident angle of the ray (Figure 2a ).
When '5 varies from l * j to 00, p(z) traces in the complex p plane a path called Cagniard path. Figure 2b shows the Riemann sheet Re q(p1)20, Re q@2)20 (assuming for concreteness p1>p2). Indicated in the figure are the pole at the origin, branch cuts given by Be @)(2l/p,, j=1,2 and various integration paths. To avoid the pole at p=O the integration path of (18) ,I, is slightly deflected from the origin. Two possible Cagniard paths , C1 and C2, are shown. C1 corresponds to the case ece, p?pl=sin-' (p2/p1) and ~2 to e>e,p281 . I& is a small arc with radius E around the pole at the origin. IR is an upper connecting arc with radius R. Now the integrand of (18) is analytic in the regions bounded by I+IE+IC~,~+IR. Since it goes to zero on IR when R tends to 00 (Jordan's lemma) we write symbolically (using Cauchy's theorem)
The first term on the right side of (21) Appendix B gives equivalence relations between the Laplace and time domains needed to complete the inversion process.
From (B.l), the time-space Residue contribution of the ' I term is
The displacement field (23) is noncausal in that it propagates in the (r,cp) plane with infinite speed. Harkrider (1976) and Harkrider & Helmberger (1978) discussed these phases. They showed that when the various terms that make up the total displacement field are added, the noncausal terms are eliminated. In the following we shall not be concerned with these Residue contributions. We assume that they are artifacts of the representation and method of solution and that they cancel out when the total displacement field is synthesized from the P and S waves of the R, S and ' I vector functions.
We now turn to the second term on the right side of (21), the Cagniard integral. Using in (18) the parameterization Two half spaces response to point dislocations 515 p(7) we write (ignoring the Residue conmbution) J M /Sj where dp/dz, from (19) and (20), is with vj=aj, pj, j=1,2.
Using the Laplace transform properties (B.2)-(B.5), we find the time-space response of the T term to be where f=t -z+pr, Q=g-1/*h( t-z) and g=( t -z)( t -2+2pr).
The step function in Q results in a cutoff of the upper integration limit for the 3 term. A similar upper limit cutoff applies to the cp term when the response to a realistic source time function is synthesized from (26) by convolution. The integration range can be further restricted by choosing the lower limit to be the value for which the integrand first becomes complex. Considering for concreteness ii2, it is seen from (10.2), (20) and (25) that if p2431 the integrand is complex only for t>R/P2, when the Cagniard path is off the Re(p) axis. Here the first motion corresponds to the arrival time of a geometrical wave, traveling along the direct ray path from the source to the observation point with p2 velocity. On the other hand, if pi432 (see Figure 2 ) the above situation holds only for 8<8cpzpl where the integrand of (26) is still real for t<R/P2. For 8>8cpg,, however, C2(p) becomes complex when p>l/pi since then q 1 is pure imaginary and given by q(Pl)=-iii(pl), q(p1)==.
Here the time of the first arrival, thp, is found by setting p=l/p1 in (19). This corresponds to the arrival of a head wave that travels from the source along the interface with the faster p 1 velocity and then along a ray path with the critical angle to the observation point with p2 velocity. From the above considerations (26) is n 2 -2 with thS=r/p,+lA(p; -p> )'n where p>,p< denote, respectively, the bigger and lesser of With (27) we have an integral representation of the complete SH displacement in time and space. Using in (24) asymptotic expansion for Kg. valid for large values of its argument, we can alternatively obtain (e. g. Heaton 1978 , Helmberger 1983 a high frequency approximate solution in algebraic form.
INVERSION OF THE R AND s TERMS -P,SV WAVES
The P and SV waves separate in the inversion since they follow different Cagniard paths. We thus have to invert here four different waves. We sketch the inversion of the SV wave of the S term, following the inversion of the II term. The other three waves are inverted in parallel ways.
Using the definition of Srn (equations 6 and 3) and the Bessel function properties (A.1). (A.2) we get from (12.2.1) where sgn(z) denotes the sign of z and bjR(k), bjs(k) are given in (1 1.2) .
Using (A.3) and the respective oddness, evenness in k Of bjR(k), bjs(k) we write Setting *is, k=isp we get
The terms A,B,C,D,E.F,G,H,qj and g are all even(p). They are written below the set (33). Using (A.4). Schwartz's reflection principle and the respective oddness, evenness in p Of bjR(P),bjS(P) we find (31) where in (3 1) bjR(P)=(S/i)bjR(P) and bjs(P)=Sbjs(P) 8>8cppl=Sin-1fh/pi in medium 2. In this case the displacement field has three different head wave contributions before the arrival of the geometrical wave, due to waves that travel part of the way along the interface with the faster "1, a2 and velocities. Figure 3b shows corresponding direct and head waves paths for such source-receiver configuration. When the source-receiver angle is in the zone 8cp~,>8>8~&~z=Sin-1P2/012, the Cagniard path picks up two different head wave contributions when it passes above the branch cuts emanating from l/al,l/a2 before leaving the Re(p) axis. When 8cpza2>8>8cp~l=Sin-1 pz/oll there is only one head wave contribution before the geometrical arrival, corresponding to the disturbance that propagates along the interface with a1 velocity. In the zone 8<8cpSl the first motion is that of the regular geometrical wave at R/p2. 
H=2p1p2-p2P: and D=H(AC-Ey)+G(BE-AF)+ql(Fy-BC).
The displacement field (33) is not suitable for a direct numerical evaluation since it contains singularities and, in the terms with time derivatives, unbounded integration limits. When the response field to a source with realistic time function is synthesized from the set (33) by time convolution the derivatives in the integrals are removed. Alternatively, the time derivatives can be substituted with space derivatives which are removed when the response to a source with finite spatial dimension is considered. After the derivatives in the integrands are removed, the infinite integration ranges are reduced to. finite ones by the cutoff effect of the step function in Q. This is demonstrated in the next part where we write the response of two half spaces to a general point shear dislocation with ramp source time function. The response field to such a source still contains square root singularities. These singularities, however, are integrable and can be removed from the integration ranges by simple variable substitutions, as shown in Appendix C.
THE RESPONSE OF TWO HALF SPACES TO A POINT SHEAR DISLOCATION WITH RAMP SOURCE TIME FUNCTION AT THE MATERIAL INTERFACE
For a shear crack we have Auz=o and the ajR, b, R terms of (33) drop.
A general time function c(t) can be represented in terms of the unit step function as 1
5(t> =I, i(Oh(t-4) d4
The response of a linear system to a source with the time function c(t), denoted by R(S(t)), can then be written as
R(5(t>) = i<4)RMt-4)} d 4
with R (h(t-4)) being the response of the system to a step source time function.
We consider a ramp source time function given by
where tr is the rise time interval.
Putting the derivative of (34.3) into (34.2) and integrating we obtain the representation Using uj(x,t;Step) of (33) with Auz=O for R(h(9) of (34.4). and changing the order of integration, we find the response of two half spaces to a point shear dislocation with ramp source time function at the material interface as results. The rise time interval is set at tF0.l sec. The parameters of the two half spaces are taken to be al=5.4 km/sec, p1=3.3 km/sec, p1=0.276 x 10l2 dyne/cm2; a p 5 . 0 km/sec, p2=3.1 km/sec and p2=0.225 x 10l2 dyne/cm2. These numbers characterize the different sides of the San Andreas fault in central California as given by laboratory measurements (Cmichael 1982) and field velocity studies (McEvilly 1966 , Stewart 1968 Boore & Hill 1973; Walter & Mooney 1982) . Figure 5a shows the r component of motion at near field observation points along the line x=-lkm. y=lkm, at 8=f90, f89, +88 and f87". The solid lines show displacement seismograms in medium 1 ( 0~0 ) and the dashed lines corresponding seismograms in medium 2 (0>0). Arrows pointing to the top traces (8d90') indicate the arrivals of body waves traveling with the faster P (?&), slower P (c), faster S (ti") and slower S (t'.") velocities. The superscripts i,s indicate, respectively, waves that are radiated from the initial and stopping phases of the rupture. As expected, corresponding waves due to the initial and stopping phases of the rupture are separated by the 0.1 sec of the rise time interval and have reversed polarities with respect to each other. The large peaks between the P and S arrivals are interface waves (leaky modes)
R{\(t)=ramp} -R(h(4)) d4
traveling with a velocity of about 4.6 km/sec. These phases, which can be designated as pulses using the notation of Gilbert & Laster (1962) . are associated with poles of the reflectiodtransmission coefficients which lie on Riemann sheets where the radiation condition is not satisfied. Successive traces of decreasing 1 0 1 show the evolution of the various phases in the wavefield with increasing normal distance fro,m the fault. Figure 5b shows the corresponding displacement wavefield in a full space characterized by the parameters of medium 1. It is seen that in the limit where the two media on the different sides of the fault are taken to be the same, the complicated wavefield of Figure 5a deteriorates to an elemental field composed of simple P and S wavelets. The complexity of the wavefield when the fault is a material interface is especially impressive in view of the moderate (7%) material contrast used to calculate the field of Figure 5a . Comparing Figures 5a and 5b it is important to note that in the case of two dissimilar media, the first motion polarity in the zone e>0capl=sin-l(a2/al) in the slower medium 2 is opposite from what is expected in the framework of a homogeneous medium. This is because in this zone the first motion is that of a head wave which is controlled by the propagation of the disturbance in the faster medium on the opposite side of the fault. For the parameters of the two half spaces chosen above, the critical angle eca,,,(the maximum angle for which the early part of the P wave in the slower medium 2 is a head wave contribution) is about 68' . Figure 5c shows the r component of motion in the two half spaces at the observation coordinates x=-lkm, y=lkm and 8=+69, f68, f67 and f66". For OcOcazal the P waveforms are similar to corresponding waveforms in a full space.
The S waveforms, however, continue to be significantly different from corresponding full space pulses since in this zone ( 8 c~z~,~~~~c p ,~2~8 c p ,~l~8 c p 2 a 2~~c p 2 a l ) the early parts of the S waves, in both media 1 and 2, are still the contributions of head wave disturbances which propagate along the material interface with the P waves, a1 and a2, velocities. From Figures 5a-c it is clear that when the fault is modeled as a material interface, the resulting distribution of travel times, amplitudes and motion polarities is different from what might be predicted for slip in a homogeneous medium. the media across the fault are dissimilar there are interface waves and P and S head waves which are radiated kom the interface into certain regions on both sides of the fault. In the faster medium the head waves influence only the S pulse while in the slower medium both the P and S pulses are affected. The zones in which the head waves are the first arrivals increase with the distance down the fault of the dislocation and the amount of the material contrast across the fault. Using, for example, the material contrast of Figures 5-7 and a 1Okm focal depth of a typical San Andreas fault earthquake, I compute 4 and 14 km as the respective normal distances from the fault in which the early parts of the P and S pulses in the slower medium are head waves contributions. Considering a dislocation at a distance of lOOkm down a subducting slab, in a zone characterized by a1=8.6 km/sec, p 1=5.0 km/sec, a2=8.0 km/sec and P2=4.7km/sec (Hauksson 1985) . the corresponding respective normal distances from the fault are 39 and 153km. Although these numbers seem small the wavefields near faults are of a particular importance for understanding the details of rupture processes.
As in the 2-D SH case reported earlier (Ben-Zion 1989) I find here that when the fault is modeled as a material interface, the distribution of the three important seismic parameters, travel times, amplitudes and motion polarities, differ from what is predicted for slip in a homogeneous medium. As discussed in McNally & McEvilly (1977 ), Cormier & Beroza (1987 and Ben-Zion (1989) , observations of these effects are reported in the literature. It follows that models of earthquake source regions which do not include material discontinuities may lead to the wrong interpretation of observed seismic data.
Interpreting the observed data in a framework which allows for material discontinuities across faults should improve our knowledge of earth structures and earthquake processes. An example is the determination of fault planes using the seismic waves radiated from earthquake sources. It is well known that the response of a homogeneous medium to slip does not contain information that can be used to distinguish the fault plane from its auxiliary plane. This result might be expected since in a homogeneous medium the fault plane itself does not carry any special physical property. In contrast, in models such as considered here the fault plane is a unique physical interface which separates different materials. Sat0 & Matsuzaki (1974) and N. Biswas (unpublished manuscript) calculated the radiation pattern due to a point shear dislocation at the boundary between two different half spaces and found that in the case of slip between dissimilar media the radiation pattern along the fault plane is different from the radiation pattern along the auxiliary plane. Similarly, the response field (35) contains a certain radiation pattern along the x-y fault plane in terms of the angle cp (included in Aur and Auq) and a different radiation pattern along the auxiliary x-z plane in terms of the angles 8 (included in p(Q) and cp.
The response field derived in this paper can be used as a kernel field to synthesize, via the representation (3.1) of Ben-Zion (1989) , wavefields that are radiated from finite rupture surfaces moving along interfaces which separate dissimilar half spaces. In the absence of free surface complications (i. e. in conjunction with borehole seismograms) such synthetics can be used to study earthquake source parameters and impedance contrasts across approximately planar faults such as the San Andreas fault. 
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